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Ticker: FCU CN  Cash: ~C$33m  Project: Patterson Lake South (PLS) 
Market cap: C$578m Price: C$0.84/sh Country: Canada 
REC. (unc): BUY  TARGET (unc): C$1.45/sh RISK RATING (unc): HIGH 

Given that Fission’s PLS project offers world class cash flow (SCPe C$396m/yr avg over ten years at 
US$60/lb), great capital payback (can pay off SCPe C$700m project debt in SCPe 2 years) and even better 
considering the setting (adjacent to NexGen’s Rook I for synergies + M&A tie-up potential) in 
Saskatchewan, we were looking for the DFS to confirm scope, margins and hopefully avoid step change 
capex increases. The DFS delivered on all fronts, with LOM ~91Mlbs produced over a ten-year mine life at 
sub US$10/lb cash costs, and most pleasingly, capex flat at C$1.16bn, an excellent outcome, especially as 
we respect the detailed study work undertaken by Fission’s VP Project Development Gary Haywood (ex 
McArthur River GM, Sons of Gwalia) and team. Comparing to our prior estimates, lower capex is offset by 
moderately higher opex (~9% pa per tonne unit cost increase since 2019 PFS) and smaller inventory (to be 
expected as we modelled additional resource conversion), resulting in SCPe 10% higher IRR but ~8% lower 
like for like NPV – in our view this is a good outcome for what is confirmed to be a world class project. 
Updating costs and capex for the DFS, rebasing our modelled LOM inventory on reserves +10Mlbs of 
assumed conversion (equates to an 18% in lbs contained or ~2-year mine life reduction), project NPV is 
lower but so are corresponding finance costs, which net out on a fully-diluted fully-funded per share basis. 
We therefore reiterate our BUY rating and C$1.45/sh price target based on 1.0xNAV8%-60/lb. Fission 
remains a high conviction top pick for us, which is rapidly ticking off the boxes ahead of commencement 
of the licensing process. Looking ahead, the next catalyst is EIS submission this year. While Fission enters 
the phase where permitting and macro become the main day to day drivers, don’t overlook Fission’s 
standalone value (C$350m+ FCF pa at US$60/lb), the value of being located in Saskatchewan (stable, 
Western operating jurisdiction), and the strategic value of Fission is a Western Athabasca tie up scenario. 

Feasibility study delivers improved capex, sub US$10/lb cash costs, billion dollar NPV 

Fission released the outcomes of the Feasibility Study on its 130Mlb U3O8 PLS project in western 
Athabasca, Saskatchewan. The DFS, based on UG mining only, defined a 10-year mine life producing 
91Mlbs at C$13/lb cash operating costs for C$1,155m initial capex, generating a C$1,204m post-tax 
NPV8%-65/lb.  

Reserve conversion / Mine inventory 

A total of 114.9Mlbs @ 1.9% indicated resources were used as the basis for the 93.7Mlbs @ 1.4% U3O8 
probable reserves (81.5% conversion) that resulted in a 90.9Mlbs U3O8 LOM production inventory (97% 
conversion from reserves). Reserves increased by 12Mlbs with the addition of the R840W orebody, 
lengthening the mine life to 10 years from 7 in PFS. There is additional opportunity to add LOM through 
upgrading inferred resources (total 635kt @ 1.1% U3O8 for 15.4Mlbs) from both R1515W / R1620E along 
strike, and by increasing conversion of R00E, R840W and R780E. Additionally, R840W and R780E limits 
have yet to be defined and could provide additional growth opportunities at depth and along plunge to 
the east. 

Mining and Processing 

The mine will be accessed by surface decline, excavated with a tunnel shield method (including a 
hydrostatic segmental concrete liner) until bedrock where it will then transition to typical UG 
development methods. A dedicated ventilation system (one fresh air raise and one exhaust air raise) will 
be used to provide sufficient air quantities for underground mining activities. UG hardrock mining will take 
place via longitudinal longhole stoping using cemented rock fill with near-contact mining employing 
artificial ground freezing and drift and fill with cemented hydraulic backfill. Crown pillar extraction will 
take place with roadheader tunneling. 
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A total of 90.9Mlbs @ 1.4% U3O8 will be processed via a conventional griding/leach circuit at a nominal 
throughput of 1,000tpd and a 97% LOM recovery. Processing will involve mined ore to be ground via a 
single stage SAG mill to 150μm followed by leaching with sulphuric acid/hydrogen peroxide at 50°C 
followed by a decanting circuit, clarification stage, SX circuit to yellowcake precipitate and final calcination 
at 450°C prior to shipping. The flowsheet is similar to the DFS.  

Capex / Opex / Economics 

Initial capex of C$1,155m (incl. C$127m contingency) will support the mine build slated for a 3-year 
construction period. Sustaining capex of C$384m will be incurred throughout the mine life for LOM total 
capex of C$1,539m. FS forecasted LOM operating costs total C$1,183m over the LOM (average C$118m 
pa, C$393/t) including on C$153/t (C$5.05/lb U3O8) mining, C$163/t (C$5.39/lb U3O8) processing and 
C$78/t (C$2.59/lbU3O8) G&A unit costs. Per tonne operating costs are estimated at C$393/t total (C$328/t 
in the PFS). At US$65/lb, LOM cash flows total C$2,787m, including -C$2,291m royalties and -C$902m in 
taxes for a post-tax NPV8%-65/lb of C$1,204m, 27.2% IRR and a 2.6year payback period. 

Next steps 

With FS in hand, Fission will continue to advance PLS through the Environmental Assessment and towards 
a construction decision. 

Model Changes 

Figure 1: DFS, PFS and SCPe key inputs and results, old/new comparison 

 
  

Prior New Comparision

Category Unit 2019 PFS SCPe SCPe @  $65 DFS DFS mirror SCPe DFS vs PFS SCPe old/new

Inventory kt 2,286 3,869 >> 3,007 >> 3,329 32% -14%
Grade % U3O8 1.61% 1.48% >> 1.41% >> 1.41% -12% -5%

Recovery % 96.8% 96.4% >> 97.0% >> >> 0% 1%
Throughput tpd 1,000 1,000 >> >> >> >> -- --

Total production mlbs 78.7 123.1 >> 90.9 >> 100.4 16% -18%
Average annual mlbs pa 10.7 10.4 >> 9.1 >> 10.0 -15% -3%

Cash costs US$/lb 7.18 8.53 >> 9.81 9.80 9.80 37% 15%
AISC(1) US$/lb 12.80 14.98 15.60 17.64 18.01 17.31 38% 16%

Mine life years 7 12 >> 10 >> 10 43% -16%
UG mining cost C$/t mined 137.00 152.12 >> 153.00 >> >> 12% 1%
Processing cost C$/t processed 116.00 127.60 >> 163.00 >> >> 41% 28%

G&A C$/t processed 75.00 82.50 >> 78.00 >> >> 4% -5%
Total cost per tonne C$/t processed 328.00 362.48 >> 393.00 >> >> 20% 9%

Pre-build spend C$m - 25 >> -- -- 22 -- -12%
Initial capex C$m 1,177 1,375 >> 1,155 >> 1,155 -2% -16%

Sustaining capex total C$m 209 328 >> 384 >> 422 84% 29%
Sustaining capex per year C$m 30 36 >> 38 >> 42 29% 16%

Closure cost C$m 74 74 >> incl in sust >> -- -- n/a
Uranium price US$/lb 50 60 65 65 >> 60 30% --
Discount rate % 8.0% 8.0% >> >> >> >> -- --

USD/CAD 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 >> >> -- --
NPV at build start C$m 702 1,255 1,648 1,204 >> 1,157 72% -8%

IRR % 25% 24% 29% 27% 29% 26% 9% 10%
Operating margin % 84.5% 69.6% 70.6% 70.4% 69.6% 68.6% -17% -1%

Average annual FCF C$m 392.1 394.6 324.2 394.2 396.3 396.1 1% -29%
LOM FCF C$m 1,567.6 3,299.4 2,465.7 2,787.0 2,807.9 2,806.3 78% -15%

Source: Fission and SCPe; (1) Including sales royalties but not the provinical profit royalty
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We update our modelled scenario for the DFS, matching the DFS’s operating cost per tonne and initial 
capex inputs with similar annual sustaining capex. We re-base our modelled inventory off of the DFS, but 
add 10Mlbs at reserve 1.41% U3O8 grade to our modelled inventory. We previously modelled 20Mlbs at 
1.5% U3O8 of assumed conversion, thus our modelled inventory reduces by 2-years of mine life or ~18% 
in lbs contained vs our prior base case scenario. Opex increased by 20% vs the PFS but 9% overall per 
tonne vs our prior estimates, with cash costs 15% higher but still below US$10/lb which is excellent by any 
measure. FS estimated capex decreases by 2% vs the PFS and 16% against our estimates which results in 
SCPe IRR increasing from 24% to 26% at our base case US$60/lb modelled scenario. SCPe NPV decreases 
by 8% due to higher unit costs and shorter mine life.  

Overall, we think this is an excellent outcome – higher IRR notably is an impressive feat in this inflationary 
environment, and NPV, operating margins and annual FCF remain world class. Furthermore, we see many 
reasons why the realistic development scenario can improve on the DFS, namely potential synergies 
between Rook I and PLS, potential for Govt infrastructure initiatives given the combined magnitude of the 
projects, and the attraction for M&A given multiple world class orebodies, and >US$1bn a year combined 
camp potential FCF generation with high IRR and short payback periods. 

Why we like Fission Uranium 
• World class size, grade, jurisdiction and setting make this a globally significant asset. 

• Trading at less than half of the peer EV/in-situ average 

• Has significant exploration holding in the highly prolific Patterson trend to add to 135Mlb 
resource base  

• Significant potential synergies with neighbour NexGen as the two projects are <1km apart 

Catalysts 
• 1H23: Permitting and stakeholder relations baseline studies 

• 2023: EIS submission  

• 2025/2026: Construction start (SCPe 2H25) 

• 2028/2029: First production (SCPe 2028) 

Research 
• Justin Chan (London) M: +44 7554 784 688 jchan@sprott.com 

• Eleanor Magdzinski (Toronto) M: +1 705 669 7456 emagdzinski@sprott.com 

• Konstantinos Kormpis (Toronto) M: +1 778-957-3623 kkormpis@sprott.com 

mailto:jchan@sprott.com
mailto:emagdzinski@sprott.com
mailto:kkormpis@sprott.com
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Ticker:         FCU CN Price / mkt cap: C$0.84/sh, C$578m Market P/NAV: 0.57x Assets: PLS
Author:        J Chan Rec / PT: BUY / C$1.45 1xNAV2Q20 FD: Country: Canada (Sask)

Group-level SOTP valuation 4Q22 1Q23 Share data
C$m O/ship NAVx C$/sh Basic shares (m): 687.7 FD + options (m): 767.5 FD + FF 979.3

PLS NPV 1Q23 1,030.5 100% 1.0x 1.34 Commodity price CY25E CY26E CY27E CY28E CY29E
Central SG&A & fin costs 1Q23 (100.8) -- 1.0x (0.13) Uranium price (US$/lb) 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0
Lbs outside mine plan (US$3/lb U3O8) 107.3 -- 1.0x 0.14 Ratio analysis CY25E CY26E CY27E CY28E CY29E
Other assets 4.7 -- 1.0x 0.01 FD shares out (m) 831.6 963.8 979.3 979.3 979.3
Cash and restr. cash 4Q22 32.8 -- 1.0x 0.04 EPS (C$/sh) (0.005) 0.001 (0.021) (0.066) 0.281
Debt 4Q22 -- -- 1.0x -- CFPS before w/c (C$/sh) (0.01) 0.00 0.00 (0.00) 0.51
ITM options 52.1 -- 1.0x 0.07 FCFPS pre growth (C$/sh) (0.01) 0.00 (0.02) (0.07) 0.42
1xNAV8% US$60/lb 1,127 1.47 FCF/sh (C$/sh) (0.01) (0.12) (0.53) (0.61) 0.42
Assumed build equity issuance 300.0 0.31 FCF yield - pre growth  (%) neg 0.2% neg neg 67.3%
1xNAV fully funded8% US$60/lb 1,427 1.46 FCF yield  (%) neg neg neg neg 67.3%
P/NAV - fully diluted for build (x) 0.58x EBITDA margin (%) -- -- -- -- 69.6%
Target multiples Multiple C$/sh FCF margin (%) -- -- -- 46.5% 50.2%
Target P/NAV Multiple 1.00x 1.45 ROA (%) (0.5%) 0.1% (1.6%) (4.0%) 16.3%
Target price 1.45 ROE (%) (0.7%) 0.2% (3.1%) (10.5%) 30.9%
Sources Uses ROIC (%) (8.8%) (2.9%) (0.7%) (0.4%) 37.4%

DFS capex C$1155m 3Q22 cash + ITM options C$78m EV (C$m) (97) 82 612 1,215 912
SCPe contingency C$123m Mine debt @ 60% gearing C$700m PER (x) (114.7x) 509.7x (29.7x) (9.6x) 2.2x

SCPe G&A + fin. cost to first Au C$31m Build Equity C$300m P/CF (x) (115.3x) 498.7x 2381.2x (427.0x) 1.2x
SCPe working capital C$69m Offtake C$300m P/Book value  (x) 0.8x 0.9x 0.9x 1.0x 0.7x

Total uses C$1378m Total proceeds C$1378m EV/EBITDA (x) 19.5x (16.3x) (122.4x) (243.0x) 1.5x
1xNAV sensitivity to gold price and discount / NAV multiple Income statement CY25E CY26E CY27E CY28E CY29E

1xNAV PLS (C$m) $40/lb $50/lb $60/lb $70/lb $80/lb Revenue (C$m) -- -- -- -- 893
10% discount 206 502 798 1,094 1,390 COGS (C$m) -- -- -- -- (267)
9% discount 262 584 907 1,230 1,553 Gross profit (C$m) -- -- -- -- 626
8% discount 325 678 1,030 1,383 1,736 Expenses (C$m) (6) (9) (5) (5) (5)
7% discount 398 783 1,169 1,555 1,941 Impairment & other (C$m) -- -- -- -- --
6% discount 480 903 1,326 1,749 2,172 Net finance costs (C$m) 0 6 (16) (59) (47)
5% discount 574 1,038 1,503 1,967 2,431 Tax (C$m) -- -- -- -- (121)

Valuation (C$/sh) $40/lb $50/lb $60/lb $70/lb $80/lb Minority interest (C$m) -- -- -- -- --
0.8xNAV 0.35 0.75 1.15 1.55 1.95 Net income attr. (C$m) (6) (3) (21) (64) 453
0.9xNAV 0.40 0.85 1.30 1.75 2.20 EBITDA (5) 1 (21) (64) 275

1.00xNAV 0.45 0.95 1.45 1.95 2.45 Cash flow CY25E CY26E CY27E CY28E CY29E
1.10xNAV 0.50 1.05 1.60 2.15 2.70 Profit/(loss) after tax (C$m) (5) 1 (21) (64) 275
1.0xNAV 0.45 0.95 1.45 1.95 2.45 Add non-cash items (C$m) 0 0 21 63 227

Valuation over time 1Q20A 1Q21A 1Q22E 1Q23E 1Q24E Less wkg cap / other (C$m) -- -- -- (1) (69)
Mines NPV (US$m) 794 861 941 1,027 1,111 Cash flow ops (C$m) (5) 1 0 (3) 432
Cntrl G&A & fin costs (US$m) -96 -96 -99 -101 -104 PP&E (C$m) (2) (118) (500) (537) (38)
Net cash at 1Q (US$m) 23 46 37 30 45 Other (C$m) -- -- -- -- --
Other Assets + Options 57 57 57 57 57 Cash flow inv. (C$m) (2) (118) (500) (537) (38)
1xNAV (US$m) 778 868 935 1,013 1,109 Debt draw (repayment) (C$m) -- -- 350 350 (200)
P/NAV (x): 0.54 0.61 0.62 0.57 0.53 Equity issuance (C$m) 283 21 -- -- --
1xNAV share px FD (C$/sh) 1.56 1.38 1.36 1.47 1.58 Other (C$m) 300 (0) (21) (63) (91)
ROI to equity holder (% pa) 86% 64% 27% 21% 17% Cash flow fin. (C$m) 583 21 329 287 (291)
1.2xNAV share px FD (C$/sh) 1.88 1.65 1.63 1.76 1.90 Net change post forex (C$m) 576 (96) (170) (253) 103
ROI to equity holder (% pa) 123% 97% 39% 28% 23% FCF (C$m) (7) (117) (520) (602) 415
Resource / Reserve Mt Mlbs EV/oz U3O8 EV/lb Balance sheet CY25E CY26E CY27E CY28E CY29E
Measured, ind. & inf. - Triple R 3,437 130.3 3.52 3.52 Cash (C$m) 624 528 358 105 208
SCPe Mine inventory - Triple R 3,329 103.5 4.44 4.44 Accounts receivable (C$m) 0 0 0 -- 34
Production (100%) CY29E CY30E CY31E CY32E CY33E Inventories (C$m) -- -- -- -- 67
Triple R (000lb U3O8) 11.2 11.5 11.5 10.9 9.1 PPE & exploration (C$m) 358 476 976 1,513 1,373
Triple R cash cost (US$/lb) $17.93 $17.70 $17.70 $18.08 $19.51 Other (C$m) 1 1 1 1 1
Triple R AISC (US$/lb) $20.84 $20.52 $20.52 $21.07 $23.08 Total assets (C$m) 983 1,005 1,334 1,618 1,682
C1 = opex (excl. G&A) + royalties; AISC = C1 + sust capex + capitalized stripping/development Debt (C$m) -- -- 350 700 500

Other liabilities (C$m) 304 304 304 303 292
Shareholders equity (C$m) 837 858 858 858 858
Retained earnings (C$m) (158) (157) (178) (242) 32
Minority int. & other (C$m) -- -- -- -- --
Liabilities+equity (C$m) 983 1,005 1,334 1,618 1,682
Net cash (C$m) 622 526 6 (598) (295)
Net Debt to NTM EBITDA (x) nmf nmf nmf 1.0 0.5

Source: SCP estimates
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DISCLOSURES & DISCLAIMERS  

This research report (as defined under IIROC Rule 3600, Part B) is issued and approved for distribution in Canada by Sprott Capital Partners LP 

(“SCP”), an investment dealer who is a member of the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada (“IIROC”) and the Canadian Investor 

Protection Fund (“CIPF”). The general partner of SCP is Sprott Capital Partners GP Inc. and SCP is a wholly-owned subsidiary of Sprott Inc., which 

is a publicly listed company on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the symbol “SII”. Sprott Asset Management LP (“SAM”), a registered investment 

manager to the Sprott Funds and is an affiliate of SCP. This research report is provided to retail clients and institutional investors for information 

purposes only. The opinions expressed in this report are the opinions of the author and readers should not assume they reflect the opinions or 

recommendations of SCP’s research department. The information in this report is drawn from sources believed to be reliable but the accuracy or 

completeness of the information is not guaranteed, nor in providing it does SCP and/or affiliated companies or persons assume any responsibility 

or liability whatsoever. This report is not to be construed as an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy any securities. SCP accepts no 

liability whatsoever for any loss arising from any use or reliance on this research report or the information contained herein. Past performance is 

not a guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, expressed or implied, is made regarding future performance of any security 

mentioned in this research report. The price of the securities mentioned in this research report and the income they generate may fluctuate 

and/or be adversely affected by market factors or exchange rates, and investors may realize losses on investments in such securities, including 

the loss of investment principal. Furthermore, the securities discussed in this research report may not be liquid investments, may have a high 

level of volatility or may be subject to additional and special risks associated with securities and investments in emerging markets and/or foreign 

countries that may give rise to substantial risk and are not suitable for all investors. SCP may participate in an underwriting of, have a position in, 

or make a market in, the securities mentioned herein, including options, futures or other derivatives instruments thereon, and may, as a principal 

or agent, buy or sell such products.  

DISSEMINATION OF RESEARCH: SCP’s research is distributed electronically through email or available in hard copy upon request. Research is 
disseminated concurrently to a pre-determined list of clients provided by SCP’s Institutional Sales Representative and retail Investment Advisors. 
Should you wish to no longer receive electronic communications from us, please contact unsubscribe@sprott.com and indicate in the subject line 
your full name and/or corporate entity name and that you wish to unsubscribe from receiving research.  

RESEARCH ANALYST CERTIFICATION: Each Research Analyst and/or Associate who is involved in the preparation of this research report hereby 
certifies that:  

• The views and recommendations expressed herein accurately reflect his/her personal views about any and all of the securities or 
issuers that are the subject matter of this research report; 

• His/her compensation is not and will not be directly related to the specific recommendations or view expressed by the Research 
analyst in this research report; 

• They have not affected a trade in a security of any class of the issuer within the 30-day period prior to the publication of this research 
report; 

• They have not distributed or discussed this Research Report to/with the issuer, investment banking group or any other third party 
except for the sole purpose of verifying factual information; and  

• They are unaware of any other potential conflicts of interest. 

UK RESIDENTS: Sprott Partners UK Limited (“Sprott”) is an appointed representative of PillarFour Securities LLP which is authorized and regulated 
by the Financial Conduct Authority. This document has been approved under section 21(1) of the FMSA 2000 by PillarFour Securities LLP 
(“PillarFour”) for communication only to eligible counterparties and professional clients as those terms are defined by the rules of the Financial 
Conduct Authority. Its contents are not directed at UK retail clients. PillarFour does not provide investment services to retail clients. PillarFour 
publishes this document as non-independent research which is a marketing communication under the Conduct of Business rules. It has not been 
prepared in accordance with the regulatory rules relating to independent research, nor is it subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the 
dissemination of investment research. It does not constitute a personal recommendation and does not constitute an offer or a solicitation to buy 
or sell any security. Sprott and PillarFour consider this note to be an acceptable minor non-monetary benefit as defined by the FCA which may be 
received without charge. This is because the content is either considered to be commissioned by Sprott’s clients as part of their advisory services 
to them or is short term market commentary. Neither Sprott nor PillarFour nor any of its directors, officers, employees or agents shall have any 
liability, howsoever arising, for any error or incompleteness of fact or opinion in it or lack of care in its preparation or publication; provided that 
this shall not exclude liability to the extent that this is impermissible under the law relating to financial services. All statements and opinions are 
made as of the date on the face of this document and are not held out as applicable thereafter. This document is intended for distribution only 
in those jurisdictions where PillarFour is permitted to distribute its research. 

IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES FOR U.S. PERSONS: This research report was prepared by Sprott Capital Partners LP (“SCP”), a company authorized 
to engage in securities activities in Canada. SCP is not a registered broker/dealer in the United States and, therefore, is not subject to U.S. rules 
regarding the preparation of research reports and the independence of research analysts. This research report is provided for distribution to 
“major U.S. institutional investors” in reliance on the exemption from registration provided by Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). Any U.S. recipient of this research report wishing to effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or 
related financial instruments based on the information provided in this research report should do so only through Sprott Global Resource 
Investments Ltd. (“SGRIL”), a broker dealer in the United States registered with the Securities Exchange Commission (“SEC”), the Financial Industry 
Authority (“FINRA”), and a member of the Securities Investor Protection Corporation (“SIPC”). Under no circumstances should any recipient of 
this research report effect any transaction to buy or sell securities or related financial instruments through SCP. 

SGRIL accepts responsibility for the contents of this research report, subject to the terms set out below, to the extent that it is delivered to a U.S. 
person other than a major U.S. institutional investor. The analyst whose name appears in this research report is not licensed, registered, or 
qualified as a research analyst with FINRA and may not be an associated person of SGRIL and, therefore, may not be subject to applicable 
restrictions under FINRA Rule 2241 regarding communications by a research analyst with a subject company, public appearances by the research 
analyst, and trading securities held by a research analyst account. To make further inquiries related to this report, United States residents should 
contact their SGRIL representative. 
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ANALYST CERTIFICATION / REGULATION AC: The analyst and associate certify that the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect 
their personal views about the subject securities or issuers. In addition, the analyst and associate certify that no part of their compensation was, 
is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed in this research report. 

SPROTT CAPITAL PARTNERS EXPLANATION OF RECCOMENDATIONS: Should SCP issue research with recommendations, the research rating 

guidelines will be based on the following recommendations:  

BUY: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially better than the overall market with higher return expectations needed for 
more risky securities markets 

NEUTRAL: The stock’s total returns are expected to be in line with the overall market  

SELL: The stocks total returns are expected to be materially lower than the overall market  

TENDER: The analyst recommends tendering shares to a formal tender offering 

UNDER REVIEW: The stock will be placed under review when there is a significant material event with further information pending; 
and/or when the research analyst determines it is necessary to await adequate information that could potentially lead to a re-
evaluation of the rating, target price or forecast; and/or when coverage of a particular security is transferred from one analyst to 
another to give the new analyst time to reconfirm the rating, target price or forecast.  

NOT RATED ((N/R): The stock is not currently rated  

 

Research Disclosure Response 

1 SCP and its affiliates collectively beneficially owns 1% or more of any class of the issuer's equity securities1 NO 

2 
The analyst or any associate of the analyst responsible for the report or recommendation or any individual directly 
involved in the preparation of the report holds or is short any of the issuer's securities directly or through derivatives 

NO 

3 

An SCP partner, director, officer or analyst involved in the preparation of a report on the issuer, has during the preceding 
12 months provided services to the issuer for remuneration other than normal course investment advisory or trading 
execution services 

NO 

4 
SCP has provided investment banking services for the issuer during the 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the 
research report or recommendation 
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5 
Name of any director, officer, employee or agent of SCP who is an officer, director or employee of the issuer, or who 
serves in an advisory capacity to the issuer 

NO 

6 SCP is making a market in an equity or equity related security of the issuer NO 

7 The analyst preparing this report received compensation based upon SCP's investment banking revenue for the issuer NO 

8 The analyst has conducted a site visit and has viewed a major facility or operation of the issuer YES 

9 The analyst has been reimbursed for travel expenses for a site visit by the issuer NO 

Sprott Capital Partners Equity Research Ratings: 
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